
Materials needed: 
Paper for backgrounds, food items
such as dried lentils, dried rice, nuts,
chick peas and a selection of fruit and
vegetables. Some can be left whole
and some can be chopped into pieces.
Camera. A photo of a face (this could
be the childrens own face.)

Activity
Arrange all of the dried foods, fruits
and vegetables on a table so that the
children can select items from a wide
range.  Position the photos of faces on
the table too for visual stimulus and to
give a guide for proportions.
Encourage the children to use the
natural food items to make their own
face. Facilitate this by re-capping
proportions of facial features and the
idea of the face being symmetrical.
Positioning the main features first
could work well and then using dried
rice or lentils to fill in the gaps can
make the face look more complete.
Children will learn alot by moving the
different parts around and adjusting
their creations. For older children you
could offer graters or peelers and
allow children to change the form of
the fruit and vegetables to create
thinner slithers or smaller pieces to
represent textured areas of hair.
Record these faces by taking
a photograph.

 
Artist links 
This activity is heavily
linked to the work of
Arcimboldo and the
images above are a
fantastic starting point
for the activity.
However this could also
be linked to other
surrealist artists such
as Rene Magritte and
Salvadore Dali. It could
be a great extension
task to discuss work
from both these two
artists and even
compare it to that of
Arcimboldo.

C

Topic : Faces
Artist Practitioner–Charlotte Pyrah
Activity : Loose parts collage

These activities have been created to support creative learning. At a time when children are
spending a lot of time in their home we thought we would look at exploring faces. 



Can they identify what has been used for each part of the face? 
Is it actually made from real fruit and veg or flowers?  
Is it 3 dimensional? 
Could it be painted to look like fruit and veg? 

 
Starting points Start the activity by showing the children some of Arcimbolodo’s work
based on fruit and vegetable faces. Discuss how the children think the artwork has
been created and what materials might have been used to make it. 

You could even ask your children, What do they think surreal means?  Talk about the
expressions on the faces in his work, do they look happy, sad, angry, serious etc?
What is it that changes their expression? Talk about the proportion of facial features
and this could be a good opportunity to bring the nation of the face being
symmetrical. Do they understand the term Symmetrical and know what it means?



Career Link: This type of work could develop personal creative style as an artist. Could link
into photography of people and human faces. There’s also a strong link to illustration
especially with the surreal element. Illustrators often need to be imaginative when illustrating
stories and have the ability to bring characters to life. Sometimes these characters are
realistic and other times they are fantasy. A good imagination is essential for this type of
work.

Vocabulary: Facial features, symmetry, scale, position, size, surreal, representation, 3
dimensional, proporations, texture, fantasy, arrange and expression.

Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.


